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Biopic - Michael Ende Novel Biography

Charlotte Roth
The World is One Big Story and We All
Play a Part
Michael Ende – A Novel of a Life
Because time is life. And life dwells in the heart.”
Michael Ende (Momo)
Michael Ende (1929 – 1995) is one of the most well-known German
writers in the world. In addition to his classic children's book Jim
Button, the fairy tale Momo, and the fantasy cult classic The
Neverending Story, he wrote lyrical picture books, books for adults,
plays, poems, and essays. His books have been translated into more
than 40 languages, with a combined total of over 33 million copies in
print worldwide. Many of his books have been made into films and
adapted for radio and television.
 420 pages, Eisele Verlag, September 2019
In this novel, Charlotte Roth imagines Michael Ende the man and
paints a wealth of images which come together to form the mosaic of
his story. Michael Ende's life spans nearly a full century, from the
Weimar Republic to the modern, united Europe, and makes for a
captivating tale that will appeal to fans both old and new.
Written in consultation with Roman Hocke, Ende's literary agent, friend, and long-time
neighbour.
Michael Ende (1929 – 1995) is one of the most well-known German
writers in the world. In addition to his classic children's book Jim Button,
the fairy tale Momo, and the fantasy cult classic The Neverending Story, he
wrote lyrical picture books, books for adults, plays, poems, and essays. His
books have been translated into more than 40 languages, with a combined
total of over 33 million copies in print worldwide. Many of his books have
been made into films and adapted for radio and television.
Charlotte Roth takes this novel as an opportunity to imagine Michael
Ende the man and paints a wealth of images which come together to form
the mosaic of his story. Michael Ende's life spans nearly a century, from
the Weimar Republic to the modern, united Europe, and makes for a
captivating tale that will appeal to fans both old and new.
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Family Saga

Peter Prange
A German Family in War and Peace
There is Hope in the End
The continuation of the great German family history, A German Family in War and Peace by
bestselling author Peter Prange, is historically accurate, authentic and moving.
Hope soared in the Wolfsburg region when the Volkswagen plant
was built on Hitler’s command. Was this the beginning of a new
era? A departure toward a wonderful future? While the Ising
family's world is completely transformed, the seed of false promises
is sown. War breaks out, and now everyone must reveal their true
colours, for better or for worse ...
While Horst embarks on a career in the party, Edda accompanies
the Wehrmacht's Polish campaign with the special film troop
Riefenstahl. Georg sets off on a test drive with his VW, which takes
him all over war-contested Europe to Afghanistan. At home, the
parents fear for their problem child, little Willy. And Charly waits
for news of Benny, the love of her life. But he seems lost in the
turmoil of war and destruction.
What will remain for all of them in the end during these trying times
– what will happen to their hopes and dreams?
With his sequel There is Hope in the End, Peter Prange continues the story from his bestseller
A German Family in War and Pease - Time for Hope. Time for Life while teaching us about
our history during the time of the Second World War 1939-1945.
 816 pages, Fischer Scherz, (October 2019)
 Direct entry # 2 in the official German Bestseller list with publication
 English Translation available on request
A German Family in War and Pease – Time to Hope Time to Life
Volume 1

Peter Prange With a total of 2.5 millions copies sold,
Peter Prange is regarded as a star among authors writing in
German. His international success is also remarkable, as his
novels and nonfiction books have been sold in 24 countries. Besides that, he
already has successful film versions of his books to his name, such as The
Amber Amulet (Das Bernstein-Amulett), which was broadcasted in two parts
by German public broadcaster ARD. With his brilliantly researched modern
historical novels such as Wonderful Years and (A German Family in War
and Peace, the multiple bestselling author Peter Prange has risen to the highest form of
narrative.
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Upmarket Novel

Jakob Bodan
A Truly False Life
Frederic can’t stand it any longer. Constanze could help him start a
new life. But she is the daughter of an assassination victim. And if it
weren't for truth’s poison and shady politics. Frederic becomes the
hunted in a game in which too many sides want to bury the truth
forever.
 384 pages, Droemer, June 2019

A suspense-filled social novel about the murders of the RAF’s third
generation: The third generation of the RAF wanted to avenge the
end of the GDR.
Their attacks - on Alfred Herrhausen and others - were never solved.
To this day, the murderers live underground. But the way they live is another story...

An insider writes close to the historical events about an unprocessed
chapter of German history.
“Jakob Bodan's A Truly False Life in the mystery genre is a matter of murder and robbery, guilt and
punishment. (...) Bodan grants himself and us a sarcastic sharpnes.” FAZ

Jakob Bodan is a writer and filmmaker. He has had a brush
with history several times in his life, not least the RAF’s
terrorism. In this way he follows the maxim: Write that about
which you cannot remain silent. Raised in the foothills of the
Alps, he currently lives in Monterey and Moabit.
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Thriller

Ursula Poznanski
Vanitas
The Vanitas series, Volume 1

Deadly floral greetings: Vanitas – Dark as the Earth is the start of a new
thriller series by SPIEGEL bestselling author Ursula Poznanski. A
Viennese florist with a dark past investigates a ruthless crime syndicate.
At the main cemetery in Vienna, the florist Carolin is such a
familiar sight that she is almost invisible. Just as the messages she
exchanges with her clients are encoded in the language of flowers because her greatest fear is to be found. Just a year prior
Caroline's name was a different one; as a police informer she was
on the trail of one of the most brutal organized crime gangs. Hardly
anyone knows that she survived her last mission. But then she
receives a flower greeting, which calls her to Munich for a new
case - and which makes her fear that she could soon experience her
own death a second time ...
 384 pages Droemer Knaur (February 2019)
 Direct entry # 2 in the official German Bestseller list with
publication
 English translation available on request
 Sold to: Turkey (Pegasus)
A psychologically compact thriller with an unusual heroine and guaranteed goose bumps!
Rights to Ursula Poznanski’s books have been sold to 33 countries. Movie rights have been
optioned for several of her titles. An average rating of 4.5 to 5 stars among her more than
2,700 reviews on Amazon and more than 12,000 on Lovelybooks – Germany’s most
important online readers’ community – shows her masterful grasp of the art of narrative.

Ursula Poznanski was born in Vienna in 1968 where she lives with
her family to this day. The former medical journalist is one of the most
successful authors in the German language: She has been on the
bestseller list for years through her YA books (from Erebos to
Thalamus) while her adult thrillers enjoy equal popularity. At present
she has created one of the most unusual heroines of crime literature
history – a florist with a dark past…
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Thriller

Sabine Fitzek
Betrayal
(Investigator Kammowski, Volume1)
Full of suspense and nightmarishly close to reality – when a human life becomes a liability.
Not only the cold weather in Berlin is a shock for Chief
Commissioner Matthias Kammowski when he returns from his
vacation in Cuba, but also the fact that he has to train a young
female colleague who enters his once single-person office, a
privilege he had fought years to keep. The training ground? An
explosive murder case. An executive from a Catholic clinic is
found dead in a Berlin hotel room. When Kammowski also
receives a visit from the journalist Christine, an old friend who
presents him with a hair-raising conspiracy theory about mafialike conditions in the Berlin health system, the commissioner has
finally had it. But then Christine barely escapes an attack on her
life ...

Betrayal is the first in a series of crime novels that takes an exciting and highly competent
look at the latest healthcare scandals. The author Dr. Sabine Fitzek is a neurologist and has
worked as chief physician for more than 10 years.
It is the best entertainment for fans of political thrillers and suspense novels with a sociocritical background.
 368 pages, Droemer Knaur, (December 2019)

After studying medicine, Dr. Sabine Fitzek worked at the universities of
Berlin, Erlangen, Mainz and Jena, where she habilitated in the field of
neurology. She then worked as chief physician for more than ten years. She
has been working as a freelance doctor for the past year and has begun
writing about health policy grievances that she has repeatedly experienced
during her career. In addition, she occasionally advises her brother-in-law
Sebastian Fitzek on the subject of extreme mental states.
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Political Thriller

Veit Etzold
Public Enemy
As readers and critics alike can attest, high concept thrillers by Veit
Etzold are written with great suspense, current affairs and the latest
trends.
What if: The former special commando soldier Iwo Retzick is
contacted by his old comrade Philipp, a career politician. Philipp
needs Iwo's help with a project that will change the future of the
Federal Republic of Germany for all time. What is brewing between
Dubai and Berlin is so outrageous that it exceeds Ivo's worst
nightmare. What’s worse: The conspiracy reaches into the very
highest circles of finance, politics and security services. If Iwo wants
to stop them, there is only one way: from within.
 464 pages, Droemer Knaur (March 2019)
 Top 32 Entry on German Official Bestselling List with publication

Further High Concept Thriller by Veit Etzold:
Dark Web
A cyber investigator, a trader at an online brokerage firm, and a new, gigantic
search engine cross paths at the centre of this highly realistic and very
shocking thriller about cyberterrorism.
 592 pages, Droemer Knaur 2017
 »With Dark Web Etzold (...) places the threat of cyberterrorism at the centre of his
thriller.« ZDF heute.de

Fatal Deal
 480 pages, Droemer Knaur 2015
 »Etzold skillfully combines the danger to individuals with geopolitical
and economic issues that not only provide background but directly
affect people's destinies.« Focus

Veit Etzold is the author of more than 8 German Bestseller list
thrillers. He pursued studies in English language and literature, art
history, media science and general management in Oldenburg,
Barcelona and London. Receiving his doctoral degree in 2005 with
a thesis on the motion picture Matrix. During and after his
education, he worked in banking, business consulting, management
training and the media industry. Veit Etzold lives in Berlin.
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Thriller

Sebastian Fitzek
The Gift
Milan Berg is standing at a crosswalk when a car stops next to
him. In the back seat, a completely frightened girl. She
desperately presses a note against the window. A cry for help?
Milan can't read it - he's illiterate! One of over two million in
Germany. But he feels: The girl is in mortal danger!
When he starts searching for her, a nightmarish odyssey begins
for him, at the end of which there is a cruel realization:
Sometimes the truth is too horrible to live with - and ignorance
is the greatest gift on earth!





Droemer Knaur (October 2019)
English translation available app. November 2019
English translation available (November 2019)
Sold to: Czech Republic (Anag), Poland (Amber), Turkey (Pegasus)

Sebastian Fitzek - a unique story of success
Since his debut Therapy in 2006, all of his books hit at least the TOP 10 of the German
Spiegel Bestseller list – most of them became TOP 5 and in the last few years also TOP 1
books.
His work sold over 11 million books and additional million audiobooks, are sold in more than
34 countries. Sebastian Fitzek was twice nominated for the “Glauser”-Price, Germany’s most
important literary price for suspense. He achieved several times number 1 of the
Lovelybooks-Readers-Price and also the Hörkules (Germany’s most important price for
audiobooks).
In 2016, he was awarded with the European Price for Suspense and Crime Literature. Amok,
an international audio-adaption of his book Amokspiel, became finalist for the Audie Award
2016. Three of his novels got successfully adapted for the theatre. German TV has broadcast
some of his novels as big TV-Events, beginning on end of March 2018.

Sebastian Fitzek. Before starting his career as a unique
suspense writer, Sebastian Fitzek (holding a PhD in law) worked
for a Berlin radio station. He lives with his family in Berlin.
More information: http://www.sebastianfitzek.de/
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Thriller

Vincent Kliesch
Auris
Adapted from an idea by Sebastian Fitzek

The slightest deviation in the sound of a voice is enough for the
famous forensic phonetician Matthias Hegel to distinguish truth
from lie. Numerous criminals have already been convicted with his
help. Has he now lied himself? His confession that he murdered a
homeless woman in a fierce argument seems all too frank. Jula
Ansorge, a true crime podcaster specializing in rehabilitating
innocent convicts, is determined to find out the truth. But when she
digs too deep into Hegel’s case she puts not only herself in grave
danger ...
 352 pages, Droemer Knaur (May 2nd, 2019)
 Vincent Kliesch wrote this novel based on an audio drama
by Sebastian Fitzek.
 Fast-paced and unique: a suspenseful thriller emerges from
the collaboration between two bestselling authors!
 English translation available on request
 Sold to: Slovakia (Tatran), Greece (Livanis), Turkey (Pegasus)

The start of a new thriller series by Vincent Kliesch and Sebastian Fitzek about the young True Crime podcaster Jula Ansorge and the fascinating
topic of forensic phonetics.
The second volume Auris 2 will be published in May 2020.

Vincent Kliesch was born in Berlin-Zehlendorf where he lives to this
day. In 2010 he published his first thriller Die Reinheit des Todes, which
became a bestseller. Two further volumes followed to round out the
trilogy about the investigator Julius Kern and his counterpart Tassilo
Michaelis. With his crime novel Bis in den Tod hinein Kliesch introduced
his new investigator Severin Boesherz who was confronted with a terribly
dark murder series in his first case.
With Auris he wrote a novel based on an audio drama by his friend
Sebastian Fitzek.
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True Crime Thriller

Michael Tsokos
(with Wolf-Ulrich Schüler)

Shattered (Prequel to Cut Off)
Forensic expert Paul Herzfeld is irritated when his superior, Prof.
Schneider, surprisingly commits himself to a machete as a murder
weapon during the autopsy of a dismembered female body. The
autopsy assistant also appears unusually nervous and agitated. And
indeed, the blood-stained murder weapon appears shortly
afterwards in a park in Kiel: an artistically decorated machete. The
media immediately hail as a forensics genius; his rise to director of
forensic medicine in Kiel seems a mere formality. But then the
institute’s janitor confesses to Herzfeld that he has seen the machete
before and that the dead woman is no stranger to him...
 416 pages, Droemer Knaur (March 2019)
 TOP 2 German Official Bestselling List with publication
 Sold to: Greece (Livanis)
Shattered is the latest true crime thriller by Germany’s most well-known
forensic specialist and SPIEGEL bestselling author Michael Tsokos. The
novel kicks off a new series about Tsokos’ alter ego, the forensic expert
Paul Herzfeld. True crime fans are already familiar with the protagonist
Herzfeld from the thriller Cut Off (Abgeschnitten) by Sebastian Fitzek and
Michael Tsokos, which was made into a movie starring Moritz Bleibtreu
and shown in theaters in 2018. The movie has already been sold in many
countries.
»Paul Herzfeld is back! Captivating. Gripping. Fascinating. A forensic roller coaster ride.
The backstory of "Shattered" with an even deeper true crime factor.« Sebastian Fitzek
Shattered is based on real cases, true investigations and decades-long professional experience
by the forensic expert and author Michael Tsokos.

Prof. Dr. Michael Tsokos, born in 1967, has been a director at the
Institut für Rechtsmedizin der Charité (Institute for Forensic Medicine
Charité) and the Landesinstitut für gerichtliche und soziale Medizin in
Berlin (State Institute for Legal and Social Medicine) since 2007. In 2014,
he founded the Violence Protection Outpatient Clinic in Berlin, where
victims of acts of violence can document traces in a court of law. In addition
to hundreds of scientific publications, Tsokos has published bestselling
non-fiction books and bestselling true crime thrillers. He also moderates TV
shows. Tsokos is married and has 5 children.
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City Crime (Series)

Catalina Ferrera
Spanish Firewalk
Barcelona Crime Series Volume 3
Everyone in Barcelona knows about the dangers of the Carrefoc, the
traditional firewalk. Nevertheless, it does not prevent anyone from
attending the annual spectacle. Commissioner Karl Lindberg and his
Catalan brother-in-law, Comisario Alex Diaz, are also among the
spectators. But when the light-hearted mood turns into panic in their
immediate vicinity, their private enjoyment quickly morphs into
professional seriousness. They find the body of an ill-kempt woman
lying in the middle of the Via Laietana. What looks like a tragic
firewalk accident quickly turns out to be cold-blooded murder.
Once again, with their characteristic persistence and nonchalance,
Karl and Alex have to follow numerous tracks that lead them to the
extremely taciturn inhabitants of a Pyrenean mountain village in order to get to the bottom of
the matter.
Catalina Ferrera, who herself lives in Barcelona, is an expert in capturing the lifestyle and
atmosphere of Catalonia’s capital city in her latest beach read thriller. Her novels provide not
only a cheerful and exciting mystery plot, but also a vacation-like feeling with her very own
loving view of the peculiarities and disputes of the Catalans and Spaniards.
Spanish Firewalk also contains traditional Spanish recipes and a ton of cultural information
only an insider would know.


320 pages, Droemer Knaur, (February 2020)

Spanish Death Dance
Barcelona Crime Series Volume 2
A murder and a sophisticated criminal case in the “city of the dead,” the
atmosphere of Spain with its humor and charm - such are the ingredients for
every holiday country thriller
 336 pages, Droemer Knaur, (March 2019)

Spanish Delicacies
Barcelona Crime Series Volume 1
A family feud, a ham made of human flesh in a Spanish deli on the Rambla
and a German-Spanish investigator duo: this atmospheric and humorous
Barcelona crime novel is suspensefully delicious.
 304 pages, Droemer Knaur, (March 2018)

Catalina Ferrera is the pseudonym for Eva Siegmund, who was born in
Bad Soden in 1983. She worked as a church painter, lawyer and publishing
staff member before dedicating herself full time to her writing. She has
already won numerous awards for her short stories. Ferrera lives in Barcelona
und Berlin. For further information, visit: www.evasiegmund.de
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All Age Thriller

Wulf Dorn
21 – Dark Companions
My name is Nikka. I was murdered. But that was only the
beginning...
When 16-year-old Nikka awakens in a hospital, she has trouble
remembering what happened. Wasn't she just at this party with her
friend Zoe? Then suddenly ... blackout. Nikka learns that she was
dead - for a shocking 21 minutes. 21 minutes without a heartbeat,
but by no means without experiences. Because she remembers a
dark tunnel in which she strayed towards a light and in which Zoe
was also. Nikka is shocked to learn that her girlfriend has been
missing since the party. Was she murdered as well? Nikka doesn't
believe it and sets off to find her ...
 350 pages, cbj (June 2019)
 Sold to: Italy (Corbaccio), Turkey (Pegasus)
 Once again direct entry in the Italian Bestseller Lists with publication
International bestseller writer in several countries: e.g. Italy, Turkey
»Wulf Dorn’s way of writing, leaving labyrinth-like traces and following the trail of insanity
within us all, has helped completely reinvent the horror genre« La Stampa
»Dorn lures readers in and brings our worst nightmares to life. Unsettlingly good!« Paul
Cleave (The Cleaner)
Further titles by Wulf Dorn (Selection)

Wulf Dorn was born in 1969. His love of mystery and suspense steered him
in the direction of horror stories, but he later discovered the appeal of the
thriller. Trigger was his first full-length novel and Heyne Verlag’s lead title of
the season. His insight into the world of psychiatry comes from fifteen years
of helping former psychiatric patients in vocational rehabilitation. He lives
with his wife and his calico cat near Ulm in southern Germany.
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Mystery (Series)

Markus Heitz
Doors
Is it possible to disappear in a house?! The traces of Anna-Lena van Dam clearly lead to
an end at her great-grandfather’s abandoned mansion. The very different doors to
labyrinth-like passageways beneath the house that the rescue team is surprised to find
are more than the usual entranceways. They offer possibilities. And many deaths.

DOORS – The Beginning
The wealthy father of Anna-Lena van Dam, who has gone missing, sends
out a team of six to find his daughter - including the ex-military Victor,
the cave climber Dana and the parapsychologist Dr. Ingo Theobald.
Each of the six is an expert in his or her field, each of them has
something to hide. And none of them will leave the gigantic cave system
underneath the estate of van Dams unchanged. Because in the dark, the
team discovers mysterious doors, forcing them to take paths that go
beyond all science and reason to save Anna-Lena. But through which
door should they go to find the missing young woman ...?
 80 pages, pilot episode, September 2018

What readers are saying about the introduction to DOORS – The
Beginning:
“The 80-page pilot for the new, extraordinary project by Markus Heitz is very successful and
makes you curious about the three volumes that will be released on October 01, 2018. In The
Beginning the six experts are introduced - interesting and very different characters. Some
seem to have secrets while others are not very trustworthy. I am very curious how the
characters will develop during the journey. We also get to know the missing woman AnnaLena van Dam for a short time - but these short passages remain very mysterious and
puzzling. I found this part to be very well done.
The course of this intro is also full of surprises - one would like to read on immediately. The
special feature of this book project: As a reader, you can decide for yourself which of the
three, simultaneously appearing volumes you want to read - and thus decide which door the
team will enter. Each book contains a different course, a different world and thus a separate
adventure. I will read all three volumes and look forward to the various developments. Also
the cover is very well chosen with the special key because different keyholes are shown on all
three novels.”
DOORS – the action-packed mystery adventure from SPIEGEL bestselling author Markus
Heitz.
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Six heroes, three doors, three novels (and a prequel) and a ton of suspense, action and
entertainment - a completely new narrative concept. How the story goes on after the intro
depends entirely on the reader's decision - because each of the three novels stands alone. But
only those who read all the novels will find the full truth behind DOORS. At least the truth of
this first season. The first part offers action, adventure and high suspense in:

DOORS ! – Killing Field (Blutfeld)
...leads the reader to the mid-1940s. But in this timeline Nazi Germany
capitulated early, the US has taken control of Europe and threaten the
resistance, led by Russia, with a nuclear strike. If the team wants to survive,
the six different heroes have to stop this madness - at any cost.
 288 pages, Knaur (October 1st, 2018)

DOORS ? – Colony (Kolonie)
... brings the team to the early Middle Ages of the 9th century. But unlike in
the history books here the world is not just ruled by men. While powerconscious empresses are fighting, male conspirators are planning the end of
matriarchy. In search of Anna-Lena, the team is right in the middle of it, as
Europe is heading for a gigantic battle ...
 320 pages, Knaur, October 1st, 2018

DOORS X – Twilight (Dämmerung)
... lets the team unexpectedly look into their own nightmares without escape.
Do you know how to defeat your own demons? In the underground realm of
the cave system there is much more that is not of this world. And the only
escape route leads to a threatening vision of the future ...
 288 pages, Knaur, (October 1st, 2018)

The first season from Doors has already been sold to UK (Jo Fletcher Books - Quercus
Imprint)
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Welcome to the second season of action-packed mystery adventure from
SPIEGEL bestselling author Markus Heitz has been published in August
2019.
Suna Levent's hacking on behalf of the Kadoguchi Foundation is highly
illegal. Illegal, but harmless - because anyone interested in information
about “Particulae,” “Ark” and “Doors” can only be one of these esoteric
crazies. Or maybe not?
When Suna's existence is suddenly on the line, she isn't so sure anymore.
Suna only has three seconds to make a decision about life and death. For
herself and others ...
 11 pages, Knaur eBook, (August 2019)
Three Seconds is the free trial of the second season of Markus Heitz’ DOORS,, at the end of
which you will again be faced with a choice: Which door adventure will you get involved in,
which puzzle will you solve - and who do you want to save?
The young Russian Milena, the carpenter Anton and the hacker Nótt are the heroes of the
mystery novels DOORS – Energija, DOORS – Providence and DOORS – Guards.
Solve the riddle together with Milena in DOORS – Energia why her father, who worked for
an international company in an experimental fusion reactor, had to die. What is it about his
records about a strange stone that is to be assembled from splinters of an unknown metal?
Experience in DOORS – Providence how the fates of Milena, Anton and Nótt are linked: It is
about mysterious doors, mysterious metal splinters - and immortals on a deadly mission.
Follow the carpenter Anton in DOORS – Guards on the traces of his old master, who wanted
to make a mysterious door according to antique building plans. Was the old man attacked
because of it? Anton has no choice but to solve the mystery and complete the door if he wants
to guard his own life.
Will you dare open all the doors?

DOORS – Energija
When Milana’s father dies in an explosion in an experimental fusion
reactor, she sets off to do her own research.
The scientist has hidden records of a strange stone that is to be assembled
from splinters of an unknown metal. To solve the mystery of his death,
Milana has to go through a special door. Why and where is it located?
But the international corporation her father worked for is doing
everything it can to preserve the secret of the splinters. The young
Russian is already in great danger, and a hacker named Nótt suddenly
helps her. Who is the person? Where does the door lead to - and what
lurks behind it? Milana is determined to get to the bottom of the things ...
 304 pages, Knaur (August 2019)
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DOORS – Guards (Wächter)
Anton cannot prevent the attack on his old mentor; the elderly carpenter
ends up in a coma. His family asks Anton to finish the door on which the
master worked tirelessly. The accompanying ancient records confuse
Anton. There is talk of stone splinters to be used and where to find them.
Can the door really perform such miracles as described in the ancient
text?
Suddenly a person named Nótt busts into his life and turns everything
upside down. The attackers of that time have also long since targeted
Anton and are chasing him, the documents - and the door. What is it all
about? Who are the adversaries? Anton has no choice: he has to finish
the door in order to understand and survive ...
 304 pages, Knaur (August 2019)

DOORS – Providence (Vorsehung)
When Milana and Anton meet at the ball of a mysterious foundation, they
have no idea that it is not a coincidence, but that a hacker named Nótt is
behind it all. The daughter of a Russian scientist and the young master
carpenter have a certain thing in common, of which they have no idea at
this moment: very special doors that make the impossible possible. And
metal splinters.
But things turn out differently than Nótt planned because Providence has
its own plans. Plans that are unpredictable: Immortals are on their way,
sent out more than a century ago to fulfill a mission.
Milana, Anton and Nótt are already in an adventure they could never
have imagined. For it is about much more than their own existence ...
 304 pages, Knaur (August 2019)
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Dark Fantasy

Markus Heitz
The Dark Lands
A mercenary, sinister forces and magic ...
1629: The 30-year war with its conflicts shakes Europe and rages
particularly mercilessly in Germany.
The young adventurer Aenlin Kane travels to the neutral city of
Hamburg to explore the legacy of her famous father Solomon Kane.
Together with her friend Tahmina, a Persian mystic, she falls into
the turmoil of war. They accept a momentous commission from the
West Indian Company: A troupe thrown together is supposed to
make its way through the lines to southern Germany, all the way to
Bamberg, where the most cruel witch trials let the pyres burn - but
things turn out differently. It is too much to be a coincidence!
Aenlin and Tahmina know about evil and the demons that cavort the
earth and use the turmoil of war to their advantage. Soon there will
be more than one order from the Compagnie.
And the leader of the troupe, Nicolas, has a dark secret ...
 560 pages, Knaur März 2019
 TOP 16 Entry German Official Bestselling List with publication
 English translation available on request

The Dark Lands takes place in one of the most influential, darkest times in
contemporary German history, combining both truth and fiction. A
homage to Solomon Kane (by Robert. E Howard)

Markus Heitz, “Fantasy star”, “the ultimate bestseller writer”, “God
of thrillers” are only some of the quotes associated with Markus Heitz.
Once talk starts about the success of forty year old Markus Heitz there
is no end to the superlatives. And indeed, for years his name can be
found on the bestseller list without interruption His books have already
been translated into more than 17 countries, he has already won the
Deutschen Phantastik Preis (German Award for Fantasy Literature) ten
times up to date. Markus Heitz, the author of The Dwarfs is “the star” of the German fantasy
scene. Each of his books has entered the bestseller list immediately after being published.
More information: http://www.mahet.de/
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Fantasy Trilogy

Marah Woolf
The AngelusSaga
Return of the Angels
The AngelusSaga Volume 1
A world in which nothing is as it once was. A time in which legends become reality. A secret
that must not be revealed. The gripping opening to the latest saga by Marah Woolf.
“I cannot help you,” I whisper. If the men find us, they will kill me
and bury the angel alive.
He turns over on his side with a groan. I can see his face in the
moonlight. It is Cassiel, the angel that has saved my life in the arena
twice already. A deep wound runs right across his bare chest. Glass
crunches beneath his body. A rock must have hit him in the head
because the left side of his face is smeared with blood and his hair is
red.
“Moon,” he whispers. His voice sounds weak.
He remembers my name. I am so surprised that I pause for a
moment, wasting too much precious time by simply staring at him.
“Don’t leave me here.” He lowers his long lashes over his blue eyes.
“Please.” An angel asking for something. But he cannot be serious!
What does he think he’s doing? I have enough problems of my own
without having to take on those of an angel. Bowing my head, I stumble away, leaving him
there.
In the future Venice, which is occupied by archangels and their heavenly hosts, Moon has to
fight a nearly impossible battle to protect her siblings. All along, she cannot trust a soul,
much less an angel.
Full of suspense, romance and fantasy with a strong heroine who does everything she can to save the
ones she loves.

 384 pages, Bod 2018
 TOP 1 Entry Amazon Bestselling List with publication
 Sold to: Russia (Eksmo)
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Wrath of the Angels
The AngelusSaga Volume 2: dark, suspensful, romantic!!!
“If he senses even the slightest danger, he will take me into his
arms and fly away with me.”
The angels ruined Moon’s plans and Cassiel’s betrayal deeply hurt
her. Now she is imprisoned beneath Doge’s Palace and her siblings
are still in danger. For a short time, she gathers hope by escaping,
but then she falls into Lucifer’s hands. Now she has no choice but
to take part in the key tests. Because there is only one chance left to
save her family. She must prevent the gates of paradise from
opening. But only a real key holder can win the tests.
 444 pages, BoD 201
 TOP 1 Entry Amazon Bestselling List with publication
 Sold to: Russia (Eksmo)

The Book of the Angels
The AngelusSaga Volume 3
“The cool thing is, Moon, that it will always be there. Whether we
survive or not. It’s what we call ‘hope’.”
The world is on the brink of extinction because the archangels only
need one last key holder to open the gates to paradise and trigger
the apocalypse. But Moon won’t leave the Earth to them that easily.
When she finds out what her true destiny is, she must decide
whether she is willing to sacrifice herself to save at least a few
people.
Together with her friends, she desperately tries to find a way out.
But is there one? Aren’t the angels much too powerful and will
Lucifer actually allow her to oppose his plans?
The third and final volume of The AngelusSaga -- dramatic,
heartbreaking and passionate
 484 pages, BoD 201
 TOP 1 Entry Amazon Bestselling List with publication
 Sold to: Russia (Eksmo)

Marah Woolf was born in Saxony-Anhalt in 1971; she still lives there
today with her husband and three children. She studied history and politics.
A dream came true for her when she published her first novel in 2011. The
Moonlight Saga concluded in late 2012. Since then, her novels have sold
more than a million copies in digital and paperback format. The first novel
of the four part Moonlight Saga MoonSilverLight was awarded with the
Indie Author Prize at the Book Fair in Leipzig in 2013. Her novels have
been published in French, English and Korean and as audio books.
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Near Future Fiction

Eva Siegmund
H.O.M.E. – The Awakening
The H.O.M.E – Series Volume 1
Awakened from the perfect dream?
Seventeen-year-old Zoë has the perfect life: She attends an elite
academy and has a wonderful boyfriend named Jonah. But
suddenly she finds herself in a run-down hospital after waking up
twelve years later from a coma. She has to confront a burning
question: Was it all just a dream? Together with Kip whose brother
went through something similar, Zoë uncovers a breathtaking
secret. How to decide which side she is on and whether she really
wants her perfect life back becomes increasingly difficult ...
 448 pages, cbt, December 2018

H.O.M.E. – The Mission
The H.O.M.E – series Volume 2
Foreign world, familiar enemies
It’s time. The Acadamy has sent Zoë and her crew on a mission for
which they had been prepared for so long. But the stars couldn’t be
more out of alignment than they are now. Zoë learns about her
trainer’s furtive motives and about how much they had lied to her.
The long-awaited reunion with Jonah is also overshadowed by the
presence of his rival Kip, and when the crew arrives at their
mission destination, their failure seems inevitable.
 448 pages cbt, March 2019

Eva Siegmund, born 1983 in the Taunus region, revealed her talent
as a writer in school, in year 6, when she won a short story
competition. After her A-levels she first decided to train as a church
painter and afterwards studied law at the FU Berlin. After graduating
in 2011, she started work experience in the licence department of an
audio book publisher. Soon, however, her flair for text was
discovered and she changed into editing.
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Modern History

Charlotte Roth
See You under the Linden Trees
A stirring novel by bestselling author Charlotte Roth about the
construction of the Berlin Wall, life in the young GDR, and torn families
and friendships.
Post-WWII Berlin
Susanne learned to believe in socialism through her beloved father
Volker who was a teacher. Without ever losing faith in humanity,
he fought against the Nazi regime - and was shot shortly before the
end of the war in front of his sixteen-year-old daughter. Susanne
has never forgotten the experience that shaped her life. In order to
fulfill her father's legacy, Susanne dedicates herself wholeheartedly
to building a better Germany.
Only when she meets and loves the cheerful chef Kelmi does she
gradually begin to understand what is happening around her. But
the belief in socialism in Eastern Germany is too deeply rooted in
her. The bond linking to her dead father is simply too strong.
Then, August 13th comes around, and suddenly the wall blocks
Susanne from any alternative possibilities ...


528 pages, Droemer Knaur (April, 2019)

»A touching love story and a shattering family tragedy – written with great suspense.«
Mechtild Borrmann, author of the SPIEGEL bestseller Trümmerkind (Child of the
Wreckage)

The great modern historical novels by bestselling author Charlotte Roth:

Charlotte Roth, born 1965, is a Berliner, born and bred, studied literature
and works since ten years as a freelanced writer and editor. With this novel,
based on her own family’s history, she has fulfilled one of her longcherished dreams. Charlotte Roth has the blood of a globetrotter and moves
around Europa with her husband and children but wouldn’t let go of her
suitcase in Berlin. More information: https://charlotte-lyne.com/
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Historical Family Saga

Kate O‘Hara
City of Dreams
Part 1 of the great family saga from California’s most exciting era
San Francisco and the Waterfront, the famous Barbary Coast
with its dozens of jetties, shipyards, factories and warehouses are
the centre point for the Caldwell family and their shipping
company. It is the showcase in which Harriet Caldwell, the
oldest daughter of the company founder, struggles with all her
might for supremacy in the family business. Here she meets the
young adventurer Frank Maynard, who has a large influence in
her life. The dynasty’s fate is formed by love and hate, ambition,
unscrupulousness and willingness to make sacrifices. When a
severe earthquake in 1906 destroys large parts of their beloved
San Francisco, everyone is called to grow beyond their own
limits.
 400 pages, Droemer Knaur, November 2019

City of Dreams is the first part of the Caldwell sage about the fate of a shipping family in
California from 1898 to 1926. With atmospheric density and opulence, Kate O’Hara tells of
the family’s ascent, their struggles for money, power and, last but not least, personal
happiness. Through the eyes of Harriet Caldwell, the readers experience unscrupulous
betrayal and a great love as well as the eventful history of San Francisco, ranging from the
great earthquake when the city was on fire for four days and nights to the planning of the
famous Golden Gate Bridge.
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Valley of Illusions
Part 2 of the great family saga about the shipping family Caldwell from
California’s most exciting era.
A sleepy, dusty, hot dump in the hills of California was
discovered in 1911 as an ideal place for the production of cheap
“nickel movies.” The name of the town? Hollywood ...
The second part of the opulent Caldwell saga continues the story
of the shipping family of the same name. The centre point of the
novel is Harriet Caldwell and her lover, Frank Maynard, who
comes from the simplest of backgrounds. Frank is one of the first
to have a sense for Hollywood and quickly rises to studio boss in
the still young film industry. But is his financial success really
worth sacrificing his love for Harriet?
 400 Seiten, Droemer Knaur, January 2020

In the second part of her family saga, Valley of Illusions, Kate O’Hara links the dramatic fate
of the Caldwell shipping family in California from 1898 to 1926 with Hollywood’s rise to
become the centre of the film industry. The great love between Harriet Caldwell and Frank
Maynard is put to the test.

Kate O’Hara Kate O’Hara, who grew up in Germany, studied German language and
literature as well as theatre film and television studies. After her degree, she published
numerous short stories and reports as a travel writer, emigrated to the USA in the ’90s, got
married and became an American citizen. She worked for many years as a music and travel
journalist for print media and radio before devoting herself to the historical novel genre.
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Barbarossa Epos

Sabine Ebert
Sabine Ebert is the most successful German author in the „historic
novel“ genre. Her successful debut Das Geheimnis der Hebamme
was made into a movie on ARD whose screen adaptation was based
on her five novel bestselling series, which began with Das
Geheimnis der Hebamme. The midwife novels will also be turned
into a musical theater production in the German-speaking countries.
Written out of sheer passion for Saxon and German history, Sabine
Ebert’s books have all become bestsellers that have been translated into multiple languages.
After both bestselling books, 1813 – Kriegsfeuer and 1815 –Blutfrieden from the times during
the Napoleon Wars, Sabine returned once again to the Middle Ages with her multiple volume
epic The Sword and the Crown. Sabine Ebert lives in Leipzig. More information:
http://www.sabine-ebert.de/

Sword and Crown Series
already out Vol 1 to 4
In her epic series set in the Middle Ages, Sabine Ebert illuminates the rise of Barbarossa as
one of the mightiest rules during that time. With the extraordinary saga set in the 12th
century, the bestselling author lures her readers into the Middle Ages and allows a
magnificent, devastating and iridescent panorama to unfold based on hidden events.
In 2020 Sabine Ebert will complete the Sword & Crown cycle as planned with Volume 5.

Sword and Crown - Masters of Disguise
Volume 1
“He who wishes to rule must do so with all his might. And at all costs.”
December 1137: Emperor Lothar is dead and a bitter battle for the
throne’s succession breaks out. Power-hungry dukes and clergy use
any and all means to not only question the Welfs’ right to the crown,
but also to undermine their power in Saxony and Bavaria. Through an
elaborate and intricate plan the Staufers were finally able to gain the
throne after their efforts to take over power years before had been
thwarted by lies and intrigue. Conrad of Staufer is pushed into the role
as king, although he has misgivings about it. Fairly soon he is forced to
realize that his brother and younger nephew, the future Friedrich
Barbarossa, are not blindly loyal to him. A decade-long war ensues,
filled with intricate behind-the-scenes games of intrigue against the
Staufers involving the Welfs, Ascanias, Wettins and other powerful royal houses, including
the clergy and a woman or two…
 816 pages, Droemer Knaur (2017) – Sample translation available
 TOP 3 German Official Bestseller List (Hardcover)
 Sold to: Czech Republic (Euromedia)
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Sword and Crown - The Young Falcon
Volume 2
At the start of 1147 starvation and prophets of the apocalypse have
spread desperation throughout the German lands. Nearly every
aristocratic house is preparing for two crusades. Tens of thousands
want to enter the Holy Land under King Conrad’s reign while the
Eastern dukes plan to conquer the Slavic areas surrounding the Elbe
and Havel rivers and the coast with their “Wendish Crusade”.
Before they set off, strategic marital alliances are made.
Friedrich of Staufer, the king’s nephew and future Barbarossa,
marries Adela von Vohburg in a loveless arrangement, the Meissen
margarve’s son Dietrich marries the cold Polish duke’s daughter.
Nearly every man goes to war while the women are left behind to
deal with starvation, failed crops and attacks. On the way to the Holy
Land, the young Friedrich makes a name for himself as a military
leader. But the crusade fails miserably. Only a few men return home, including the critically
ill King Conrad of Staufer. The power struggles that barely dimmed flare up once again.
Conrad dies just a few days before the election and crowning of his eight-year-old son as
coregent. That is the moment Friedrich of Staufer reaches for the crown. He wants a new
kingdom and a new wife, a better catch than Adela.
 640 pages, Droemer Knaur (2017)
 TOP 10 German Official Bestseller List (Hardcover)
 Sold to: Czech Republic (Euromedia)

Sword and Crown - Treasonous Times
Volume 3
March 1152 in Aachen: Friedrich, the former Duke of Swabia and
future Barbarossa, has just been coronated. Seeking to renew the
war-ravaged country, he gains allies by promising them land and
titles while combating his enemies with an iron hand. But from day
one he has a strong opposition of princes against him, his old
enemies risk everything and end up losing a lot. And in the midst of
this merciless struggle for power are young women such as Hedwig,
the future Margravine of Meissen, and the beautiful Beatrix of
Burgundy, who instantly falls prey to Barbarossa…
 Volume 3 of the Barbarossa-Cycle will be published on
November 2nd, 2018 by Droemer Knaur
 640 pages
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Sword and Crown – Heart of Stone
Volume 4 of the Barbarossa series
Frederick Barbarossa thinks he is at the height of power. As the
crowned emperor who is courted by kings, he even messes with the
pope. But the lords of Milan continue to provoke and insult him. The
young son of King Konrad is an increasing rival to the throne and
many princes once again oppose his immoderate friend and cousin
Heinrich the Lion, who ruthlessly destroyed the customs station of the
Bishop of Freising in order to establish his own in the still
insignificant settlement of Munich. Above all, however, Friedrich
urgently needs an heir, a pleasure that he and his beloved Beatrix have
been denied for years.
It is something that also concerns Margrave Otto from Meissen and
his young wife Hedwig, who send out solicitors to bring settlers into
their country. Otto’s knight Christian also engages in this dangerous
undertaking ...
 592 Seiten, Knaur, November 2019
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Inspirational Book

Sebastian Fitzek
The Fish that Climb Trees
A Compass for the Great Adventure called Life
In this book, bestselling author Sebastian Fitzek poses existential
questions: What counts in life? How do you find your happiness?
Which goals in life are right? What do you learn from defeats? And
how do you deal with your fellow human beings? In exciting
personal episodes he tells what is important in life and how a
happy life can succeed.
 Droemer Knaur (March 2019)
 256 pages
 Sold to Greece (Dioptra), Czech Republic (Anag), Turkey
(Pegasus)

Sebastian Fitzek was inspired for this book by his role as a father - and the question of what
he would give his children for life if he did not have much time left.
And thus The Fish that Climb Trees is a very personal legacy of a father to his young children
- and a book for all those who seek support and want to ascertain the values that are important
to them.

Very likeable, astonishingly and worldly-wise
»Einstein once said: ‘Everyone is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a
tree, it will believe all its life that it is stupid.’ And I add: Don't let anyone stop you from
climbing a tree just because others think you're a fish. Don't listen to those who say to you:
'That's not possible, you can't do that'. Be fish that want to climb trees.«

Sebastian Fitzek Before starting his career as a unique
suspense writer, Sebastian Fitzek (holding a PhD in law) worked
for a Berlin radio station. He lives with his family in Berlin.
More information: http://www.sebastianfitzek.de/
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Life Design, Personal Development

Nicole Staudinger
I Gain Weight Just By Watching Others Eat!
How I Lost 30 Kilos in the Face of 7 Million Excuses
The funny and inspiring slimming experience by someone who made it to
the other side of the scale.
Diets are hard on the stomach: counting calories, giving up pleasure
and at the end the yo-yo effect, hardly any woman doesn't know the
crux of losing weight. With a large dose of humor and self-irony, the
quick-wittedness queen Nicole Staudinger tells how she finally
succeeded in losing weight after decades of diet defeats.
Nicole Staudinger has years of failed diet attempts behind her. She left
hardly a new slimming trend untried - without success. The kilos she
lost came right back through the yo-yo effect. Only when she realized
that her eating behavior was the problem - a treat as a reward, a
consolation or just in between - did she manage to lose weight. By not
making it her goal to reduce her weight, but to eat a conscious and
balanced diet, the pounds began to tumble all at once. The yo-yo effect failed to appear this
time. And not only that: she also found more energy, well-being and body awareness.
In this book she makes other women want to end the renunciation of pleasure through her
typical light and witty approach in order to develop a new body image with humor and selfconfidence.
 208 pages, Droemer Knaur (March 2019)
 TOP 2 German Official Bestselling List with publication

Unbreakable Queen
Anyone can learn resilience. Nicole Staudinger shows how you can say
“yes” to life during times of crisis. This book is like your best friend: always
there in times of trouble.

Nicole Staudinger After surviving cancer in young years, Nicole
Staudinger become one of the top speakers for life design in Germany. Due
to her charismatic and humours approach – here former books become
bestsellers.
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Insider Knowledgement
Michael Tsokos
Do Corpses Always Float?
The most frequent forensics mistakes – the latest non-fiction book by
Michael Tsokos, Germany’s most well-known forensics specialist.
Unfortunately, clichés often dominate our idea of forensic
medicine. No one knows this better than multiple bestselling
author Michael Tsokos. He explains common errors found in
forensics and provides entertaining and suspenseful information
about the means and methods of forensic medicine, his work at the
dissection table in the autopsy room and the latest developments in
forensics.
Everyone knows the scene from the TV thriller: a dead man in a
pool, floating on his back on the surface of the water, face up.
Michael Tsokos exposes this representation as a dramaturgical
trick and explains why drowned people sink to the bottom or drift
under the surface of the water, in a prone position, face down.
The other errors about forensic medicine that Michael Tsokos
explains are also known from crime novels of all kinds. Among
other things, the question is how long it takes for a corpse to be completely mummified;
whether decomposing corpses can explode and how a forensic doctor distinguishes between
stab wounds and cuts. In this, his second book on errors in forensic medicine, Michael Tsokos
also corrects the most common errors in forensic medicine. For example, that a virtual
autopsy with the help of computer tomography can by no means replace a classical autopsy,
that orthodox physicians and investigating detectives are by no means a permanent team and
that phantom images are by no means possible on the basis of DNA analyses.
 176 pages, Droemer (September 2019)

Michael Tsokos, born in 1967, is professor at the Institut für
Rechtsmedizin der Charité (Institute for Forensic Medicine Charité) and an
internationally distinguished expert in the field of forensics. He has been
director of the Institute since 2007. All of his nonfiction books about
spectacular forensics cases are bestsellers.
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True Crime Thriller (Series)
Andreas Gößling
Rat Flood
Hard, harder – Hallstein! It is the third case for the LKA Berlin
Commissioner.
For the third part in his thriller series, true crime author Andreas
Gößling adapted the UK’s greatest sexual abuse scandal and
transplanted it in modern-day Berlin and a godforsaken Indonesian
island.
After the events in Drosselbrut, Kira Hallstein was officially granted
leave by the LKA Berlin for health reasons, but unofficially she is
working under a new identity for a secret Europol special unit. She
has been assigned to do everything possible to finally bring down
“The Brotherhood," which is responsible for the abduction,
enslavement, torture and abuse of children and young people
worldwide.
A renowned pediatric cancer clinic in Berlin seems to belong to the worldwide network of the
Brotherhood, and Kira has succeeded in making contact with one of the nurses there. But
before she can learn anything useful from him, the young man is brutally murdered in a
feigned robbery ...
It was only after the death of BBC host Jimmy Savile in 2011 that it came to light that Savile
had been abusing hundreds of children and young people in hospitals and hospices for
decades, to which he had unrestricted access as patron and fundraiser. In Rattenflut, Andreas
Gößling adapts Britain’s biggest abuse scandal into a true crime thriller that will most
certainly get under your skin.
 Droemer (Spring 2020)

Throttled Brood
The Kira Hallstein Series Volume 2
Drosselbrut is a free adaptation of the "Dutroux Fall of the Century", which shook Belgium
and the Netherlands to the core in the mid-1990s - and in which even Berlin teenagers were
involved as victims.

Fury of the Wolf
The Kira Hallstein Series Volume 1
In 2016 in every headline – True Crime doesn’t get any more current and authentic than this!

Andreas Gößling, born in 1958, lives in Berlin. With a doctorate in
literature and social sciences, he has published numerous novels and nonfiction books. As a ghostwriter, he has collaborated not only with top
executives, top entrepreneurs, and leading scientists, but also with two
convicted killers who testify their remorse while glaring at their deeds with a
glint in their eyes. Together with Michael Tsokos, Gößling has published the
thriller Zerschunden, Zersetzt and Zerbrochen, all in Top 10 bestseller lists.
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High Concept Thriller

Uwe Laub
Life
Large animal populations spanning around the world from antelope
herds in South Africa to bat colonies in the Swabian mountains have
died within a very short time; entire species are going extinct at an
alarming rate. Experts have sounded the alarm because the
mysterious mass extinction seems to know no mercy, no matter the
species. The young pharmaceutical sales rep Fabian Berg finds
evidence that even the survival of mankind is under immediate
threat. A race against time begins, at the end of which our earth will
never be the same again.
 400 pages, Heyne, (April 2020)

Storm
All over the world, apparently unexplainable weather phenomena
are stacking up. Australia: extreme water evaporation brings the
ecosystem to the brink of collapse. Siberia: the permafrost is melting
after a significant rise in temperature. Buildings collapse, streets
and cities are destroyed. Germany: the Olympic Stadium in Berlin is
laid to waste by a tornado, hailstorms rage over broad sections of
Hamburg. Countless dead and injured in need of rescue, the nation
is in a state of shock. The fight begins against an enemy who is all
around us. For Laura, a mother, who almost lost her son by a
terrible hailstorm and Daniel, a wheater-blogger, who is already
investigating the latest wheater catastrophes, those events turns into
a crucial battle of survival …
 400 pages, Heyne, (February 2018), Full English translation available on request
The shocking truth behind the fiction: There have long been experiments that seek to
manipulate the weather. The United Nations' Environmental Modification Convention forbids
the military use of techniques to alter the environment, but already hundreds of international
firms are making money in weather manipulation.

Uwe Laub was born in 1971. A love of writing led the former stock trader
to technothrillers. In 2013 his debut, Blow Out, appeared, published by
Ullstein. This surprise success received notice on German television; reader
ratings and reviews show an average of 4.4 stars. Uwe Laub, who despite all
the disasters that he writes about in his thrillers believes that man is a creature
of reason, lives in Germany and Fort Myers, Florida. More information:
http://uwelaub.de/
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GERMAN ANGST
AVA international Special
For more Informationen
http://www.ava-international.de/german-angst
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